
For nearly 30 years, Canadian 

based, Simaudio Ltd. has been in the 

business of designing and building high 

quality electronics for home entertain-

ment use. The breadth and depth of 

their product line is incredible: 16 power 

amplifiers, 3 preamplifiers, 5 integrated 

amplifiers, 5 cd players. In short... they 

have a long list of products and a short 

list of attributes: terrific build quality, 

simple circuit design and exceptional 

performance. 

    

 

  



We are displaying select components from their 
line-up that we believe capture what Moon is 
all about: well-crafted products implementing 
innovative engineering techniques to acheive 
high performance at a sensible price. 

Moon is a vertically 

integrated company 

based in Canada and 

features a complete 

line of two channel 

and multi-channel  

components.  

Moon is recognized 

around the globe as 

a world-class manu-

facturer of high qual-

ity audio and video 

components. 



Overall, what gets us fired up about Moon 
is their incredible performance for the dollar, espe-
cially their 2-channel integrated amplifiers coupled 
with their CD player.  Build quality is excellent and 
the sound for the dollar is just incredible! 
Moon amplifiers offer a ten-year warranty. The 
combination provides an incredibly high degree of 
detail, musicality and power that makes you just 
want to sit down for a minute, “and just listen!”. 
  

Moon Integrated Amplifier 3.3

Moon CD Player 3.3

The newest addition to the MOON family is the 400M Differential 
Mono Power Amplifier. Capable of effortessly producing 400 watts into 
8 ohms and 650 Watts into 4 ohms, the 400M uses the highly acclaimed 
Advanced Renaissance amplifier circuit – a zero global feedback, DC-
coupled design. the result is an amplifier that produces tight, deep and 
powerful bass with lightning fast speed; true high-performance in a low 
profile package.

Moon 400 M amplifier: 
400  watt monoblock ~ yes ~ FOUR Hundred watts each.



Pop the hood and what do you see... “large toroidal amplifier, 
all discrete outputs, high quality PCB, hand soldered terminals... 
what you would expect in an amp that costs twice as much!” 
 
Interior of the Moon I-1 Integrated amplifier: 






